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 “Eclat“, the title of Labelle’s fourth studio album, the second part in a series of explorations into 
classical music and composition wich started in 2019 with “Orchestre univers“, got its name from a 
revelatory moment, a „spark!“. The record is focussed on the string quartet, the unofficial “royal 
discipline" of composition, and was born when Labelle got witness the orchestra rehearsal: seated 
right next to the string quartet, he saw the four musicians - the heart of the orchestra - 
communicate with each other in a wordless language of eye contacts, nods, maybe even telepathy.  
 
Thus, „Eclat“ was born: a cosmic exploration into music, a record written for string quartet by 
Labelle, an young composer that eschews the traditional orchestral rules for experimentation, 
innovation and „creolization“. „I wrote for them like I was writing for rock band“. Labelle says, „you 
got your rhythm section, your two lead guitars and one musician is playing the bass.“  
 
Modern contemporary writing is solitary, each instrument has their part. But in classical music, the 
language between the musicians is the key - the conversation between the lines and musicians 
creates something organic and breathable. So, Labelle wrote even the electronic parts to serve a 
double function: musical element on the one hand, but also a way of setting the pace like a 
conductor on stage on the other, becoming a part of the language between the musicians. 
 
Together, they explore a sound that is unique but traceable: classical orchestration meets Maloya, 
modern electronics meet organic instruments, Africa meets Europa meets outer space. Labelle looks 
everywhere for inspiration: „Mes Mondes“ was pitched up one quarter tone to match the scale of 
Gnaoua music from Marokko, a very rhythmic and hypnotic music closely related to the Maloya of 
Labelle’s home Reunion. The following piece, „Dann Ron Maloya“ is a build up to „RON“ the only 
time on the record all four musicians play the same line, a musical retelling of the trance-like state 
that Maloya music and dancing can achieve. They rise and rise until they are drowned in distortion, 
sounding more like a wailing rock guitar solo than a string quartet. 
 
The titular track „Eclat!“ maybe draws the most direct line from the artists previous record 
„Orchestre univers“, evoking an otherworldly, cosmic sound, like an orchestra suspended in zero 

LABELLE  
ECLAT 

 
1_ élude 
2_Triangle 
3_Est Afri Auro Pa 
04_Spirit of a far history 
05_giant 
06_Mes mondes  
07_Dann ron maloya  
08_RON 
09_Aller au bout 
10_éclat ! 
11_Sleep Sweet Mbira 
Mixed & Post-producted by Hector Plimmer 
Mastered by Adam Badí Donoval  
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gravity. Many of the songs foundations were first recorded at a series of shows before the pandemic 
hit in 2020, and then re-recorded, edited and overdubbed over the course of a year in lockdown. On 
the finished record, thanks to stellar mixing and production, it is impossible to distinguish what was 
recorded live and what was recorded in the studio: a testament to the astonishing level of detail 
poured into this album. 
 
In vein with Labelle’s experimental composition and sound-design, the record was sent to Hector 
Plimmer for additional mixing, who used techniques more akin to jazz and experimental electronics 
to gel what we hear on the finished record. Most of the rules found in composing and recording a 
string quartet were probably shattered on this record, and something even more beautiful and 
unique was created out of the shards.  
 
This is not classical music anymore, it is something entirely new, and it packs a powerful punch. 
Labelle has created a record that is able to unite elements of rock, jazz, electronics, and classical 
music without ever overpowering the listener - rather drawing them in, slowly introducing them into 
a world where music can be truly limitless.  
 
About Labelle: 
Labelle is at the forefront of a younger generation of musicians from La Réunion bringing the sound 
of Maloya to worldwide attention. He released two electronic projects on InFiné, "univers-île" and 
"post maloya“ before setting his sights on combing electronics with the orchestra following his 
studies of composition. After his first orchestral work „Orchestre univers“ was recorded in four sold 
out concerts on Réunion, „Eclat“ is the next in a series of records combing classical composition with 
the sounds of his island. Website + Instagram + InFiné  
 
PRESS VOICES ON LABELLE 
----------------------------------- 
 “Labelle casts his net of influence wide to draw upon many musical styles. His synthesis of modal 
harmonies and tribal rhythms is very reminiscent of the ‘Fourth World’ created by the venerable Jon 
Hassell“ Monolith Cocktail 
 
"Like an impressionist painter, Labelle advances using small brush strokes from a colourful palette of 
sounds"  Songlines (univers-île) 
 
"The orchestration of field recordings, acoustics, and electronics makes for a sense of collective 
identity in the record." Bandcamp Daily (univers-île) 
 
"Zu geheimnisvollen Mollakkorden beschwört Labelle im Flüsterton die Geister der Verstorbenen 
und in den Weihrauchschwaden tauchen immer wieder Trümmer von Musikstücken, Spuren 
unterschiedlichster Stilrichtungen auf." Spex (univers-île)  
 
"Un brassage néoclassique délicat et ponctuellement brouillé de percussions et bruissements, en 
glissement constant entre l’inévitable Steve Reich, Jan Garbarek et la musique de fond d’un 
établissement de thalassothérapie qui serait dirigé par un mélomane féru de new-age de qualité" 
Libération - Le Son du jour 
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